
AGYU KEEPS IT EASY WITH BLOGGYBLOGBLOG
Kathryn Ruppert-Dazai and I decided to conduct an interview on the AGYU’s website. We’re both anxious about
technology and slightly phobic about the awkward timing of formal conversation, so we thought we’d just see what
could happen. - Lise Hosein

Lise says: ok back to business rup
Kathryn says: sorry
Lise says: i’m just kidding
Kathryn says: i’m always sorry
Lise says: yeah we both are
…
Kathryn says: they were everything, some were really basic too like fear of strangers poking me with their finger nails and 
fear breaking my front teeth and of puking in public and having my throat slit
Lise says: i poked you with my fingernail yesterday
Kathryn says: i know, you know that happens to me a lot
Kathryn says: people will be passing me and i feel their fingernail slightly cut me and we brush by each other, like on the
streetcar or in the eatons centre bathrooms or something and i feel time stop and i can’t figure it out
Lise says: is it the violence of it, or the proximity?
Kathryn says: Both

www.yorku.ca/agyu/blogeasy

JEREMY LAING
PREMIERES AGYU
COMMISSION AT 
NEW YORK 
FASHION WEEK
Continuing in the spirit of its sponsorship of Toronto fashion
designer Jeremy Laing’s runway debut at New York Fashion
Week in September 2006, the AGYU has commissioned Laing
to design an outfit for its volunteers who work in the gallery.
The outfit will be part of Laing’s collection presented at
NYFW in February.

UPCOMING EXHIBITIONS
25 April - 24 June
Anitra Hamilton’s Retrospective on Parade
Kristan Horton’s Dr. Strangelove

GET ON THE 
PERFORMANCE BUS!
Experience the unprecedented whip-action attack of the
Pillow Fight League (PFL) on the way up to the AGYU’s
winter exhibition openings. Armed with beauty, brains, and a
nasty disposition, these women are serious brawlers! You’ll
learn the rules on the way up as the PFL gets you pumped for
some amateur matches and exhibition games upon arrival at
the gallery.The free bus departs 100 McCaul Street (in front of
OCAD) at 6 pm sharp and returns downtown at 9 pm.

A
t my end of Queen Street West, a block east
of Spadina, at the heart where the Toronto art
scene invented itself in the late 1970s and early
1980s as the Queen Street art community, things
are very different now. The artists left long
ago, starting in the mid-1980s with the first

commercialization of Queen Street parasitical on artists’ activities.
Artists came and went, all the time respecting the neighbourhood.
Respect has long gone. Day by day, small shops close that for so
long established the character of Queen Street, such as the fabric
stores or vintage clothing shops. Every week, it seems, another
building or two or three are torn down to make way for chain
stores. When Queen Street becomes a brand name shopping
mall, nobody needs to be afraid of the idiosyncrasies of difference
that comes with the street. Never before this past summer have
I seen so many shopping bags criss-crossing the street …
which brings me to my proposal. Since artists never benefit
economically from the neighbourhoods they reinvent, some
honorific return might be made to them by a tax, let’s say,
on Queen Street shopping bags. Moreover, artists should be
commissioned to design these bags so that despite their absence
they will continue to haunt the street even if only a fleeting image.

My serio-comical proposal only suggests that the problems
at the other end of Queen Street West,where condo development
pressures the current art community in its dilemma of fight or
flight, cannot be separated from what is happening downtown.
They form a whole.This is why - “out there” - the AGYU has
created its own retail shopping bags, one that reads “the queen
street art community made this town,” and the other “it’s a
fight for the city… and it’s a fight for the money.” To open a
debate that restricts itself to issues of culture alone (within the
“climate of expectation over new buildings for the arts and
current discussions concerning Toronto as a creative city,” as
one gallery director creatively phrased it) does not put art and
artists at the centre if Queen Street is not there, too.The debate
is cultural and economic. What is happening all along Queen
Street West and what is happening to artists in one section of
it are connected.That’s the point of stating, “it’s a fight for the
city… and it’s a fight for the money.” Economic and cultural
privilege derives from a situation artists, who share in neither,
have created. Before we celebrate Toronto’s commitment to
artists or to contemporary culture (as we dubiously have in this
past “year of culture”), we must ask: To what use is the image
of artists put and who benefits from it? The image artists have of
themselves as a community,moreover, cannot be left unexamined
for this art scene at a crossroads.

Can one long street be at a crossroads? Where would we
divide it?

Recently in a public forum, the art community asked itself,
“Is Queen Street Dead?” I distrust eschatological metaphors,
even though I support the artists of 48 Abel Street in their fight
against eviction due to the rapid and radical condo conversion
of West Queen West, the acute premise of the panel. I say
instead, “The Queen Street is dead. Long live Queen Street.”
You can’t portion Queen Street or portion participation in the
art community. Similarly, I doubt the division another panel
(“State of the Art”) made, in its recent convocation of the broader
art community, between “official” and “unofficial” culture. Let’s
put “culture” in quotation marks, too, in order to question what
we mean by it; indeed, what we ask from it; and, moreover,
what we demand from Toronto culture and are willing to fight
for beyond, on or between the lines of the divisions of official
and unofficial culture. After all, it is a fight for the city and, of
course, it’s a fight for the money.

One of the most potent symbols of the art community is not
a building but the idea of the “underground.” Let’s recognize that

the visual arts community alone, and not the practitioners of any
other art form, has always had this role to realize itself as both
an ideal and a place. By whatever names it calls itself - “under-
ground,”“avant-garde” - the art community is both an ideal and
a physical place that attracts participants of various capacities or
commitments to it. The art community is inclusive: It takes in
all. Its self-invention (we call this culture, folks) manifests by
insinuating itself in - respecting not disrupting - undervalued
parts of the city conducive to its creative and social needs. As
we know only too well, these values become problematic once
their visibility translates into real estate values otherwise known
as gentrification. Usually, the art community moves on to new
territory and the cycle begins again. But the art community is
tired of moving.Where is it to move? Will it let the city manage
its move?

Can a city that divides itself into districts, which it labels
Fashion, Entertainment, or Discovery Districts (even a Queen
West Art and Design District it is helping to dismantle), be
trusted to manage creativity? The art community should not be
compliant to its ghettoizing in a “creative city” of which it is
both the ideal and victim.The culture that the city condones
is commercial. By evidence of the zoning it permits on Queen
Street West, the city respects neither the diversity of the
neighbourhood nor the historical urban fabric of its streetscape.
Governing - and, let’s remember, governing is cultural -
governing a diverse experiment in cultural flux, city hall can
only think mono-culturally when it plans the city. When the
city talks culture, indeed, when it wants to live with culture, it
only means culture that is conducive to economic return.This
is the artistic lie on which a “creative city” promotes itself and
for which visual artists have an inaugural but ultimately limited
value.A “creative city” is something we should carefully question.
There will be no return value in it for the visual arts. The
art community provides the foundation of the argument for
a “creative city” but is dispensed with in its realization.
Realization is policy. I can’t but believe that what is happening
all along Queen Street West isn’t exactly what the city wants.
Will a “creative city” be different?

The art community always adroitly manages the wavering
boundary between invisibility and visibility. Problematically, we
want it both ways: to be left alone and to be recognized. How
the art community now manages its visibility would be to
transform itself differently.

You can’t stop change. Art is an articulation of change.
How we articulate the role of art - here in Toronto, on Queen
Street West in the midst of all its social and commercial
upheavals - will be cultural: cultural and political, cultural
because political, political because cultural. Culture is made on
the street not in signature structures emblematic of Toronto’s
so-called “cultural renaissance.”

Let’s start with an image that is the crux and crossroads:
the image of an art scene. How is this intangible image used
to tangible benefit - and for whom? Images that artists create
for themselves are turned towards values that undermine their
activity when they are realized otherwise as economic values.
Images sell. They sell condos. In Toronto, condos have always
been sold through images of artists’ activity, or, rather, of artists’
life-style, their loft-style one could say. Images have a lifespan
that correspond to concrete realities. Once the underutilized
warehouses around Queen and Spadina that artists inhabited
were all converted into condos, clubs, and dot.com businesses
in the 1990s, another image was required by capital concerns
to sell new condo projects. Following on the heels of artists,
developers moved to the once distressed neighbourhood
artists now inhabit.Which alluring images of art could entice
a demographic to settle further down Queen Street verging on

Parkdale, which has always been identified with danger, if not
the allure of danger itself ? Of course, this new image does not
correspond to any history of the art community whose image
practices necessarily change in relation to economic constraints
on its production.There are few factories or warehouses in the
area, but there are a couple boutique/art hotels! If there is no
romance associated with the spaces artists now live in, sell
the image of decadence associated with the art underground’s
social scene.

Some people blame the Drake Hotel for the sudden and
radical transformation of this part of the city, but the Drake
Hotel is as much a victim of its success as is the neighbourhood.
Whatever you think of the Drake Hotel, it has one of the most
active programs in the city. The Drake is artist identified,
which you cannot say about the new interests moving into
the neighbourhood. In an unpredictable turn of fortune, by
promoting itself as an image of this identification (or perhaps
by becoming the image of it), the Drake drew a cliental that
other commercial interests now want to capture as buyers for
their proposed condos.

Well, now these people are here and more will arrive.The
art community can’t stop change because of some presumed
moral or creative virtue it claims to possess.You came yesterday;
others come today. We have to live together, all classes. Let’s
take advantage of it. What cultural advantage can we make
of this situation? What would we have to give in defense of
culture made by artists?

Images attract.We were all once attracted to images of art
communities before we became part of one.We were welcomed
there. In turn, we now must welcome these others who also
have been attracted by images - even if we know that these
images are distorted. Let’s educate others to the values of
images. A visible art community means educating others to its
values. In defense of its values, the art community must teach
these values; it must proselytize the values of the artist-run
system; it must not isolate itself but inclusively grow the art
community. Queen West condo dwellers are potential patrons
and participants. As it grows to exceed itself, the art community
becomes the creative city. Here is my second proposal: Instead
of a “creative city” or a “creative capital city,” let’s demand an
artist-run city.

- Philip Monk

“Is it not also democracy  
that gives the right to 
irony in the public space?”

-Jacques Derrida, Rogues
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The Director is out … there
www.yorku.ca/agyu/director

A PROPOSAL FOR A
TAX IN SUPPORT OF
TORONTO ARTISTS

“This university demands and ought to be granted in principle, besides what is called academic freedom,
an unconditional freedom to question and to assert, or even, going further, the right to say publicly all 
that is required by research, knowledge, and thought concerning the truth.”

- Jacques Derrida, “The University Without Condition”

AGYU Pledges to Emily Schultz
Participate for the first time again at the January 31st launch of First Night,
Emily’s story processed from text donated on-line to the Pledge Me website.
“I steal from just about everyone who crosses my path. But my fear is that
someone, someday, will recognize a very familiar description, moment, or
trait that has cropped up in my work. To avoid a fingering from those who
don’t wish to be stolen from I’ve created this website. I’m asking YOU to
Pledge Me: stories you’re not using, moments gathering dust, or obsessions
that don’t f it anymore.” 
Crop up in Second Night by pledging your text to
www.yorku.ca/agyu/artistsproject/emily.php 
Emily needs your help for this ongoing series: every word counts! 
Every pledge of yours keeps fiction alive!
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